Corporate Social Network

Work anywhere, anytime
Working as a team requires more than disposition and
technological innovation is a great contribution in
measuring group results, with Task Enter you can
manage projects and improve internal
corporate communication.

www.taskenter.com

Bogotá, Colombia
Cll 94a No. 11a - 27

(57) 322 348 5784
(57)(1) 7022562

About us
We are a creation of the Grupo NW holding company, a
company specialized in technological developments of
high global impact.
Task Enter is a Corporate Social Network that allows
increase the productivity of your organization. It offers you
tools for measurement, control, communication, time
management and much more so that you and your
collaborators can be a great work team.

Teamwork

Efficient Communication

Improve Productivity

All-in-one corporate
communication

Control of working hours
Take control of the working day
of your collaborators, in order to
measure their compliance, and the
overtime that they work.

Status of activities of
your collaborators
Turn your team of collaborators
into a productive teleworking group,
through Task Enter, a project
management tool that optimizes
your processes.

Random Task
Tracking
This tool detects activity on the PC,
generating a screen, audio and video
recording where the worker will have
atime limit to tell us what they
are working on.

Teamwork
Better
Results!

Live chat

Chat with your collaborators easily and simply, either from your PC or iOS
or Android cell phone at full speed.

Create tasks by Groups or projects

This type of Task Enter organization allows you to work for specific teams
or projects. With an administrator you can control that certain information
is seen only by the indicated people.

Quick tasks

Task Enter was created in order to streamline communication between all members
of a work team even if they are not geographically close.

Video calls

You are at a convention in another city, but you have to work on a project
with your work team. No problem, just connect and make your meeting in
real time.

Sending documents

Task Enter makes it easy for you to share documents, images, audio, among others
so that communication is more agile and fluid.

Statistics and reports

Analiza la evolución de tus proyAnalyze the evolution of your projects,
measure and control with exact statistics generated by Task Enter.

Posting of news and important information on the wall
Share important company events with your collaborators, such as
birthdays, meetings, etc., or also external information that they should know.

Effectively
prioritize
your team's
pending tasks

Make the most of your Corporate App

Optimize the internal communication
of your organization. With the Task
Enter App you can combine the
corporate social network with task
management and also generate
reports on the performance of your
collaborators, with productivity
indicators that will allow you to make
decisions on recognition, production,
threat identification, improve internal
communication and encourage
teamwork.

Corporate
Wall
Notiﬁcations
Activities
Calendar
Chat

Available for any device

We use technological innovation to offer you a
magnificent experience with your corporate
social network and task management.

Why trust us?
Our experience in technological development allows us to guarantee
effective communication with the internal client within an organization,
which is why Task Enter will give a 360º turn to your organizational
climate strategy in:

Retain Talent
Increase employee
motivation

Share the talent
of collaborators

Generates greater
bond with the
company

We hope that your business model improves its
processes making your collaborators happy.
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